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SYMPOSIUM ON NON-STATE ACTORS AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN ATROCITY
PREVENTION

INVESTIGATIVE DELEGATIONS: PREDICTABLE PREDICAMENTS
Nangy Amoury Combs*

When a Trial Chamber of the International Criminal Court (ICC) dismissed the court's very first case before
trial, it made headlines worldwide. The Trial Chamber dismissed the case because the prosecutor repeatedly failed
to disclose exculpatory evidence.' He did so because he had obtained the evidence from the UN and NGOs pursuant to confidentiality agreements that prevented disclosure without permission, which the UN and NGOs had
not granted. 2 The prosecutor, stuck between two competing obligations-the disclosure obligation that he owed
the accused and the confidentiality obligation that he owed the UN-adhered to the latter,3 a decision that the Trial
Chamber deemed to "rupture" the trial process to such a degree that a fair trial was impossible.4
That dismissal, and the circumstances leading up to it, highlight the ethical difficulties confronting international
criminal prosecutors whose investigations are often hamstrung by a variety of challenging conditions. These difficulties have generated a plethora of scholarly and popular commentary. Some commentators propose doctrinal
resolutions to the conflict between the prosecution's investigative needs and the accused's fair trial rights;5 others
criticize the ICC prosecutors' investigative failures;6 and still others advance practical proposals to enable prosecutors to work more effectively with third-party investigators. But whatever the specific stance, thesis, or policy
proposal, the body of literature as a whole suggests that international criminal law in general, and the ICC in particular, faces a grave new threat. As Rebecca Hamilton put it, "International criminal investigations are in
trouble." 8
Hamilton is right; international criminal investigations-at least at the ICC-arein trouble. But this essay argues
that, whereas unhealthy relations between ICC prosecutors and third-party fact-finders may present a new
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manifestation, the problem it manifests is a well-worn one. In centuries past, prosecutors relied on third parties to
supplement their investigations, when their own investigative capacity was compromised or inadequate. Put simply: when criminal justice systems are tasked with missions that are incommensurate with their ability to carry them
out, they cut corners and delegate tasks. This essay therefore suggests that the hand-wringing that surrounds ICC
prosecutors' excessive reliance on third-party investigations, though justified, focuses only on a symptom of the
disease, not the disease itself.
Third-Party Fact-Finding:Past and Present

Until recently, and in contexts outside of the ICC, third-party evidence-gathering had been an unproblematic
aspect of international criminal trials. Indeed, it was a UN-established Commissions of Experts that helped launch
the modern international criminal justice movement in the first place, and, once prosecutions were underway,
human rights fact-finding also provided valuable support. Chadian dictator Hissene Habre would never have
been brought to justice in Senegal had Human Rights Watch not devoted untold energy to gathering evidence
of Habr&'s many crimes.' Prosecutors at the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia likewise have
made considerable and uncontroversial use of evidence provided by the Document Center of Cambodia, an
NGO.'o Finally, and most notably, prosecutors for the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) appropriately utilized the twenty-two volumes of materials that they received from the
Bassiouni Commission.' 1 ICTY prosecutors used the materials primarily in deciding what to investigate and in
generating leads for those investigations. 12 On the rare occasions when the prosecution tendered some of the
Commission's fact-finding reports as evidence at trial, it was to provide background or corroborate other evidence." In this way, third-party fact-finding supported ICTY prosecutions, but it was ICTY prosecutors and
investigators themselves who travelled to the former Yugoslavia, interviewed witnesses, and otherwise gathered
the evidence necessary to support convictions.1 4
The ICC prosecution's relationship with third-party fact-finding, by contrast, has been far more robust-and far
less healthy. In Lubanga, ICC prosecutors relied on materials provided by third parties not only to generate leads
but also as evidence at trial. And not a small quantity of evidence either: approximately 50 percent of the documents that prosecutors sought to admit in Lubanga were provided by third parties,' 5 and prosecutors also relied
heavily on third parties to identify and interview witnesses.1 6 The Lbanga prosecution's reliance on third-party
fact-finding garnered the most publicity, but other ICC prosecution teams employed similar methods,
which gave rise to similar concerns." Prosecutors in Ngudjolo, for instance, also relied heavily on third-party
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materials, 1 8 and the Trial Chamber responded by acquitting the accused and highlighting a series of investigative
steps that prosecutors should have taken, but did not.1 9 Other cases never even got to trial because prosecutors'
failure to gather significant evidence beyond human rights reports led Pre-Trial Chambers to refuse to confirm
charges against the accused.20 And in Gbagbo, prosecutors'initial effort to bring charges failed because they "relied
heavily on NGO reports and press articles with regard to key elements of the case," 21 though they eventually gathered sufficient evidence to confirm charges against the accused.
It should come as no surprise that such third-party materials often fall short of relevant evidentiary and fair-trial
standards, given that human-rights and other third-party fact-finders employ different methodologies than international criminal fact-finders and often pursue different goals. The primary purpose of an international criminal
trial is to determine whether there is sufficient evidence to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that a particular individual committed a particular crime.22 The primary purpose of a human rights report, by contrast, is to publicize
past human rights abuses so as to prevent the commission of future abuses. 23 These differing goals lead to very
different investigative methods and different final work products. Human-rights fact-finders center their attention
on "the big picture of the character, scale, and entity of the violations documented," 24 and their work product often
consists of reports or policy papers that describe the atrocities in broad terms.
Criminal investigators, by contrast, focus much more narrowly on unearthing evidence to support or refute the
specific elements of a specific accused's criminal liability. Moreover, the work of international criminal investigators
is subject to far more exacting standards than the work of human-rights fact-finders. For instance, whereas
human-rights fact-finders can focus single-mindedly on gathering incriminating materials, criminal investigators
must search for exculpatory as well as inculpatory evidence. Criminal investigators also must comply with strict
standards for gathering and preserving evidence, and they must generate an overall work product that satisfies the
stringent beyond-a-reasonable-doubt standard of proof. Because human-rights fact-finders are subject to none of
these strictures, it is no wonder that their work, in the eyes of international criminal investigators, often does not
"advance methodologically sound criminal inquiries beyond an initial examination of the alleged underlying conduct." 25 ICC judges likewise have repeatedly expressed concern about relying on human rights reports because,
among other things, their authorship and sources are often unclear.26 As Special Court for Sierra Leone Justice
Robertson warned:
Courts always must guard against allowing prosecutors to present evidence which amounts to no more than
hearsay demonization of defendants by human rights groups or by the media. The right of sources to
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protection is not a charter for lazy prosecutors to make a case based on second-hand reports and human
rights publications.2 7
Third-party evidentiary materials gathered by groups other than human-rights fact-finders also give rise to difficulties. The recently created International Impartial and Independent Mechanism 28 is collecting evidence of
Syrian atrocities from states, UN human rights bodies, regional organizations, and NGOs,2 9 but commentators
have expressed concern about whether the mechanism can adequately safeguard evidence for use at trials many
years in the future.3 0 Similar worries surround current prosecutorial reliance on open-source materials, such as
photos and videos captured contemporaneously by individuals in conflict zones. To be sure, increased access to
cell phones with photographic and video capabilities holds the promise of providing prosecutors with treasure
troves of valuable materials, 3 ' a promise on which ICC prosecutors have already begun capitalizing. In 2016,
ICC defendant Ahmad Al-Mahdi pled guilty to intentionally directing attacks against religious and historic buildings, no doubt because prosecutors had obtained video footage of him personally destroying ancient mausoleums
in Timbuktu. 32 A year later, an ICC Pre-Trial Chamber issued an arrest warrant against Mahmoud Al-Werfalli
based largely on user-generated video footage that appears to show Al-Werfalli killing individuals.3 3 Al-Werfalli
remains at large, so we cannot know whether the Trial Chamber will admit the video footage, 34 but commentators
have already identified a host of concerns about user-generated evidence, including its proclivity to convey a prosecution-biased picture of the crimes and to exacerbate the inequality of arms that already disadvantages defendants
in international criminal proceedings.3 5
Looking Backward to More Forward

Surveying the literature on prosecutorial reliance on human rights fact-finding, Carsten Stahn and Dov Jacobs
classify commentators into three camps: (1) those who advocate rigorous separation between human rights factfinding and international criminal investigating; (2) those who desire greater synergies between the international
criminal justice and human rights communities; and (3) those who favor a case-by-case assessment of the optimal
engagement between the two camps.3 6 Stahn and Jacobs themselves advance a finer-grained approach that considers numerous additional factors in determining whether interactions between the two groups are desirable.3 7
Stahn and Jacobs are unquestionably correct that different contexts give rise to greater or fewer ethical conflicts,
but it likewise seems clear that criminal prosecutions are best served by investigations that are tailored to the rules
governing and the goals animating those criminal prosecutions. That is, in an ideal world, virtually all international
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criminal evidence would be gathered by trained criminal investigators who were knowledgeable about the conflict,
the crimes, and the relevant evidentiary standards. Commentators who advocate closer relations between prosecutors and human-rights fact-finders likely do so not because they view such interactions as inherently valuable,
but because they keenly recognize how far the world of international criminal justice is from "an ideal world."
That said, some prosecutions come closer to the ideal than others. As noted above, the ICTY's robust investigations and minimal use of third-party materials contrast sharply with the ICC's meager investigations and far
heavier reliance on such materials. This contrast mirrors the contrast in the two courts' investigative capabilities.
Specifically, the ICTY investigations have been far better resourced than ICC investigations. Early on, the international community provided the ICC a fraction of the resources that it bestowed on the ICTY, despite tasking the
ICC with a far broader and more challenging mission.38 Recently, the two courts' budgets have been similar, but, as
Alex Whiting observed, "the ICTY has been focused for twenty years on three related wars in one region, while the
ICC is presently investigating in eight different situation countries." 3 9 Certainly, other factors also played a role in
the courts'differing investigative practices. The ICC's target states in general have been less stable and secure than
the states of the former Yugoslavia and thus present greater investigative challenges.40 Moreover, ICC crimes have
featured less helpful documentary evidence than ICTY crimes. But these and other differences aside, the ICC
prosecution's grossly inadequate budget has substantially contributed to its excessive reliance on third-party
fact-finding.4
The ICC prosecutors' unhealthy reliance on third-party evidence might best be viewed as a symptom of a much
larger disease: the international community's failure to adequately support international criminal justice. Others
have highlighted both this disease and many of its other symptoms. 42 This particular symptom-the inappropriate
delegation of prosecutorial functions-may seem new, but is anything but. Indeed, criminal justice systems of old
that lacked adequate investigative capabilities engaged in similar delegations that led to similarly undesirable results.
One such example comes from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England, where there existed no regular
police or detective services to investigate crimes.4 3 Unable, therefore, to obtain the evidence necessary for convictions, prosecutors were compelled to offer generous rewards to individuals who provided incriminating information. 44 The potential for these rewards to motivate false testimony was apparent to all,45 and prosecutors in fact
proferred considerable false testimony to convict innocent defendants.46 Yet the reward system-as problematic
as it was-remained a core feature of the English criminal justice system until government authorities were willing
to establish a paid professional police force that could appropriately investigate crime. 47
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Juxtaposed with the ICC, this simple historical example suggests that the current controversy surrounding prosecutors' use of third-party materials is not unique to contemporary times or to international criminal justice.
Rather, when prosecutors-domestic or international, historical or modern-are tasked with broad missions
but provided the capabilities sufficient to accomplish only narrow goals, they engage in suboptimal practices,
including delegating crucial prosecutorial tasks to nonstate actors. How we should respond to this particular suboptimal practice is a matter for debate, but the predictability of the practice under these conditions is not.

